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Motivation:

Backgrounds for Zh:

The framework:

• Usually: Precision physics @hadron colliders difficul
• Exceptions: e.g. diboson production channels
• Exploit cleanliness of leptonic decay channels of the
V-bosons and the diphoton channel of the h-boso
• Exploit energy growth of New Physics effects by
studying high energy tail of distributions

The Zh process:

SMEFT:

with

We study small deviations from the S
➔Optimize sensitivity to interference terms:

Backgrounds for Wh:
pp → Wγγ
pp → Wjγ
pp → Wjj

Charged lepton channel
gg → Zh → ℓ +ℓ −γγ
pp → Z( → ℓ +ℓ −)γγ

The gory details:

Neutrino channel:
gg → Zh → νν̄γγ
pp → Z( → νν̄)γγ
pp → Wγγ

The Wh process:

Comparison to bounds from different experiments:
Leading contributions to energy growth:

Leading contributions to energy growth:
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Leading interference terms:
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➔ Study pT and ϕW distributions
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➔ Study pT distribution (closely related to s ̂ )
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High energy tail of the
h-decay channels at
different colliders for Wh:

Definition of the angles:

Backgrounds
for Wh:

Rapidity dependence of the cross-section for
different flavour-assumptions:

Backgrounds for Z( → νν̄)h:

Backgrounds for Z( → ℓ +ℓ −)h:

• At the end of each trial, the correct category was revealed and the subjects recorded the accuracy of their
category guess.
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(3)
95% C.L. bounds on cφq
depending on the EFT cut-off:
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